RICHARD JAMES LTD

DEVON OAK RANGE
The appearance is modern but the prices are very old
fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts, cabinet frames
and doors. Flat pack prices but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang around.

RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
2 Drawer Console Table
KIN-01

KIN-01
Height

75cm

Width

85cm

Depth

30cm

No of Drawers

2

Shelf

Yes

Main Material

Oak

Handles

Polished Steel

The DEVON OAK 2 drawer console table
is a welcome addition to a hallway or
living space. With polished steel handles
and a versatile lower shelf it is destined
to become an instant success.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer
bases and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard
wood) , which are not on show any way! The same
75cm
high standard of manufacturing is used but the
result is we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as
all our oak ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our
DEVON OAK range is fully assembled unless stated.
Be quick, it doesn’t hang around.

85cm

30cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Single Drawer Console Table
KIN-02

KIN-02
Height

75cm

Width

60cm

Depth

30cm

No of Drawers

1

Shelf

Yes

Main Material

Oak

Handles

Polished Steel

This versatile console table with a single
drawer and lower shelf could happily
make its home anywhere in your house.
Featuring a polished steel handle on its
single useful drawer and a handy lower
shelf.

60cm

30cm

The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard 75cm
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Coffee Table with shelf
KIN-03

KIN-03
Height

45cm

Width

90cm

Depth

60cm

Shelf

Yes

Main Material

Oak

A solidly constructed table with a simple
design and an amazing price tag.
Featuring a lower shelf to hide away
magazines when you wish to entertain.
90cm
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer
bases and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard
wood) , which are not on show any way! The same
high standard of manufacturing is used but the
result is we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as
all our oak ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our
DEVON OAK range is fully assembled unless stated.
Be quick, it doesn’t hang around.

60cm

45cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Lamp Table with Shelf
KIN-04

KIN-04
Height

40cm

Width

40cm

Depth

33cm

Shelf

Yes

Main Material

Oak

The DEVON OAK Lamp Table is a small but
perfectly formed piece of furniture that
could easily be utilised as a bedside table.
Finished to a high standard these single
shelved tables represent excellent value
for money.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases
and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood)
, which are not on show any way! The same high
standard of manufacturing is used but the result is
we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak
ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK
range is fully assembled unless stated. Be quick, it
doesn’t hang around.

40cm

33cm

40cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Nest of Tables
KIN-05

KIN-05
Height

44cm

Width

55cm

Depth

44cm

No of Tables

2

Main Material

Oak

The DEVON OAK nest of tables consist of
two well built, sturdy tables with one that
fits beneath the other to offer minimal
storage.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer
bases and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard
wood) , which are not on show any way! The same
high standard of manufacturing is used but the
result is we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as
all our oak ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our
DEVON OAK range is fully assembled unless stated.
Be quick, it doesn’t hang around.

55cm

44cm

44cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Small TV Unit
KIN-06

KIN-06
Height

50cm

Width

90cm

Depth

45cm

Cupboard

Yes

No of shelves

2

Main Material

Oak

Handle

Polished Steel

The DEVON OAK small TV unit is a
perfect home for your TV and video
equipment. Featuring 2 full size shelves
to accomodate DVD players or gaming
consoles and a handy storage cupboard
to hide the controls and games etc
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases
and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood)
, which are not on show any way! The same high
standard of manufacturing is used but the result is
we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak
ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK
range is fully assembled unless stated. Be quick, it
doesn’t hang around.

90cm

45cm

50cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Corner TV Unit
KIN-07

KIN-07
Height

65cm

Width

90cm

Depth

45cm

No of shelves

2

Drawer

Yes

Handle

Polished Steel

Main Material

Oak

Providing adequate space for
consoles and dvd players with 2 full
sized shelves and a drawer to keep
things tidy, this corner unit represents
excellent value. Cable access at the
rear keeps the whole thing tidy.
The appearance is modern but the prices
are very old fashioned! This range has oak
drawer fronts, cabinet frames and doors, we
have saved money by using a less expensive
wood for the drawer bases and sides (these
are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which are not
on show any way! The same high standard of
manufacturing is used but the result is we can
sell it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak
ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our DEVON
OAK range is fully assembled unless stated. Be
quick, it doesn’t hang around.

45cm

90cm

65cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Large TV Stand
KIN-08

KIN-08

Designed with the modern wide
screen TV’s in mind this DEVON OAK TV
stand not only lifts your set to a more
comfortable viewing height but also
provides storage for the many gadgets
such as DVD, BluRay and games
consoles with Cable access from the
rear which allows you to hide the lead.
Each cupboard has an adjustable shelf
within.
The appearance is modern but the prices are
very old fashioned! This range has oak drawer
fronts, cabinet frames and doors, we have saved
money by using a less expensive wood for the
drawer bases and sides (these are acacia, a semi
hard wood) , which are not on show any way! The
same high standard of manufacturing is used
but the result is we can sell it for less. It looks every
bit as all our oak ranges. Flat pack prices yes but
our DEVON OAK range is fully assembled unless
stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang around.

Height

50cm

Width

120cm

Depth

45cm

No of shelves

2

No of Cupboards

2

Main Material

Oak

Handles

Polished Steel

120cm

45cm

50cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Low Bookcase
KIN-09

KIN-09

This bookcase has two adjustable
shelf’s so it can tailored to suit your own
collection. It is lovingly constructed using
our usual grade A materials.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer
bases and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard
wood) , which are not on show any way! The same
high standard of manufacturing is used but the
result is we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as all
our oak ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our DEVON
OAK range is fully assembled unless stated. Be
quick, it doesn’t hang around.

Height

90cm

Width

90cm

Depth

30cm

No of Shelves

3

Main Material

Oak

90cm

30cm

90cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
2 Door cabinet
KIN-10

KIN-10
Height

65cm

Width

65cm

Depth

33cm

No of shelves

1

Main Material

Oak

Handles

Polished Steel

A useful 2 door cupboard for storing
your bits and pieces. It contains a
single internal shelf and is furnished
with polished steel handles. Made
to our usual high standards with top
grade materials.

The appearance is modern but the prices
are very old fashioned! This range has oak
drawer fronts, cabinet frames and doors, we
have saved money by using a less expensive
wood for the drawer bases and sides (these
are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which are not
on show any way! The same high standard of
manufacturing is used but the result is we can
sell it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak
ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our DEVON
OAK range is fully assembled unless stated. Be
quick, it doesn’t hang around.

65cm

33cm

65cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Compact Sideboard
KIN-11

KIN-11
Height

75cm

Width

75cm

Depth

33cm

Drawer

1

Shelf

Yes

Main Material

Oak

Handles

Polished Steel

If you are a bit short on space or just need
a little additional storage, the single drawer
compact sideboard in the DEVON OAK
range is ideal. The polished steel handles
compliment the oak woodwork to give this
item a truly modern feel and represents
excellent value for money.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

75cm

33cm

75cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
2 Drawer Sideboard
KIN-12

KIN-12
Height

75cm

Width

96cm

Depth

33cm

No of Drawers

2

No of Shelves

Yes

Main Material

Oak

Handles

Polished Steel

The slightly larger relation to the compact
sideboard in the range, with two drawers
and a wider footprint. Polished steel
handles and shelved cupboards make this
an excellent contender for most buyers.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases
and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood)
, which are not on show any way! The same high
standard of manufacturing is used but the result is
we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak
ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK
range is fully assembled unless stated. Be quick, it
doesn’t hang around.

96cm
33cm

75cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
3 Drawer Sideboard
KIN-13

KIN-13
Height

85cm

Width

130cm

Depth

40cm

No of Drawers

3

Shelves

Yes

Main Material

Oak

Handles

Polished Steel

The largest of this range of sideboard
units, with three drawers and spacious
cupboard. Featuring modern handles and
a solid construction this unit is suitable for
larger rooms or kitchens.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very old
fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts, cabinet
frames and doors, we have saved money by using a
less expensive wood for the drawer bases and sides
(these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which are
not on show any way! The same high standard of
manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

130cm
40cm

85cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Hampton Chair
KIN-14

KIN-14
Height

105cm

Width

45cm

Depth

50cm

Main Material

Oak

Seat

Padded PU

Comfortable, and solid, what more could
you ask of a chair? These stylish chairs
compliment the DEVON OAK tables as well
as a number of other tables in our range.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by 105cm
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

45cm
45m
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Fixed Top Table
KIN-15

KIN-15

Solidly constructed and mesuring
less than a meter square the DEVON
OAK Fixed Top Table is perfect to fit in
smaller areas or kitchens and will seat
2 people comfortably or 4 if you are
good friends!
The appearance is modern but the prices are
very old fashioned! This range has oak drawer
fronts, cabinet frames and doors, we have saved
money by using a less expensive wood for the
drawer bases and sides (these are acacia, a
semi hard wood) , which are not on show any
way! The same high standard of manufacturing
is used but the result is we can sell it for less. It
looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat pack
prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t
hang around.

Height

76cm

Width

80cm

Depth

80cm

Seats

2-4

Main Material

Oak

80cm

80cm

76cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Dining Table
KIN-16

KIN-16
Height

76cm

Width

80cm

Extension Pieces

1 x 35cm

Length Closed (min)

120cm

Length Open (max)

155cm

Suggested no Seats

4-6

Main Material

Oak

Beautifully crafted and easily extendable
this DEVON OAK Dining Table is the perfect
solution for small families that occasionally
need to cater to a larger crowd. The loose
leaf extension piece is subtly stowed away
inside the table, to access the panel the
table top simply sides apart, utilising our top
quality metal running mechanism on the
120cm - 155cm
underside.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very old
fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts, cabinet
frames and doors, we have saved money by using a
less expensive wood for the drawer bases and sides
(these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which are
not on show any way! The same high standard of
manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell it for
less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat pack
prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully assembled
unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang around.

80cm

76cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Dining Table
KIN-17

KIN-17
Height

76cm

Width

80cm

Extension Pieces

1 x 35cm

Length Closed (min)

140cm

Length Open (max)

175cm

Suggested no Seats

4-8

Main Material

Oak

Beautifully crafted and easily extendable
this DEVON OAK Dining Table is the perfect
solution for families that occasionally
need to cater to a larger crowd. The loose
leaf extension piece stowed away inside
the table can be added separately to
increase the length. To access the panels
the table top simply sides apart, utilising our
top quality metal running mechanism on
the underside.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

140cm - 175cm

80cm

76cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Hampton 4’6” Bed
KIN-18b

KIN-18b
Height

115cm

Width

150cm

Length

204cm

Main Material

Oak

Base

Slatted

Bedroom statments dont get much bigger
than this, the DEVON OAK Double Bed is a
real show piece that demands attention.
Sturdily constructed in oak and utilising a
slatted frame. This item requires minimal
assembly.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

150cm

115cm

204cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
3 Drawer Bedside
KIN-19

KIN-19
Height

57cm

Width

40cm

Depth

35cm

Drawers

3

Handles

Polished Steel

Main Material

Oak

A beautufully crafted compliment to your
bedside, the 3 drawer DEVON OAK unit is
small but perfectly formed unit with a price
tag that makes it a bargain. Finished in
a simple modern style with polished steel
knobs.

The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

40cm

35cm

57cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Hampton 5’ Bed
KIN-18c

KIN-18c
Height

115cm

Width

168cm

Length

204cm

Main Material

Oak

Base

Slatted

Bedroom statments dont get much
bigger than this, the DEVON OAK king Size
Bed is a real show piece that demands
attention. Sturdily constructed in oak and
utilising a slatted frame. This item requires
minimal assembly.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money
by using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases
and sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood)
, which are not on show any way! The same high
standard of manufacturing is used but the result is
we can sell it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak
ranges. Flat pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK
range is fully assembled unless stated. Be quick, it
doesn’t hang around.

168cm
115cm

204cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
2 over 3 Chest
KIN-20

KIN-20
Height

95cm

Width

85cm

Depth

40cm

Drawers

5

Handles

Polished Steel

Main Material

Oak

This modern 5 drawer unit is a perfect
companion to the rest of the DEVON OAK
range yet bold and contemporary enough
to look good on its own and featuring
enough storage to keep most owners
happy.

The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

85cm

40cm

95cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
3 Over 4 Chest
KIN-21

KIN-21
Height

78cm

Width

125cm

Depth

40cm

Drawers

7

Handles

Polished Steel

Main Material

Oak

If you need a little more space and
have enough room, this 7 drawer chest
is a real gem. Solidly constructed with
our trademark dovetail joints you’ll be
pleasantly surprised at how much you can
hide away.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

125cm

40cm

78cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
4 Drawer Chest
KIN-22

KIN-22
Height

95cm

Width

70cm

Depth

40cm

Drawers

4

Handles

Polished Steel

Main Material

Oak

A staple of the bedroom, the four drawer
chest in the DEVON OAK range is a simple
and elegant offering that never goes out
of fashion. With an oak finish and polished
steel handles, we are sure its a piece you’ll
enjoy.

The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

70cm

40cm

95cm
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RICHARD JAMES LTD DEVON OAK RANGE
Double Full Hanging Robe
KIN-23

KIN-23
Height

185cm

Width

90cm

Depth

55cm

Handles

Polished Steel

Main Material

Oak

Stylish bedroom storage, with a simple and
classic style that will always be in fashion
this full hanging robe is not only functional
but looks great.
Requires minimal self assembly.
The appearance is modern but the prices are very
old fashioned! This range has oak drawer fronts,
cabinet frames and doors, we have saved money by
using a less expensive wood for the drawer bases and
sides (these are acacia, a semi hard wood) , which
are not on show any way! The same high standard
of manufacturing is used but the result is we can sell
it for less. It looks every bit as all our oak ranges. Flat
pack prices yes but our DEVON OAK range is fully
assembled unless stated. Be quick, it doesn’t hang
around.

90cm

185cm

55cm
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